Effect of temperature on the reversal in the retention order of the enantiomers of mosapride on Chiral-AGP.
The retention order of the enantiomers of mosapride could be controlled by column temperature and mobile phase pH. In the presented paper, temperature studies have been used to study the thermodynamics of the reversal in retention order. A linear relationship was obtained plotting the logarithm of the capacity factor versus the inverted column temperature. However, at higher mobile phase pHs, the logarithm of the separation factor versus the inverted column temperature showed a non-linear behaviour and at the highest mobile phase pH used (pH=7.4), an optimum in the separation factor was observed. The plots showed that the thermodynamics for the two enantiomers of mosapride differ in the studied mobile phase pH interval. Thermodynamic values, enthalpy and entropy were calculated and showed that at a low mobile phase pH, the enantiomeric resolution was caused by differences in enthalpy between the two enantiomers. However, at a higher mobile phase pH, the chiral discrimination was a result of entropy effects. High correlation was obtained between experimental and predicted separation factors at different mobile phase pHs.